
Musical Cholos 
 
(A "Cholo" is a young Latino having gang ties.)  
 
In the hapless manner for which its political leaders are infamous, New 
York Mayor Eric Adams recently proposed that city residents welcome 
its swelling population of illegal immigrants into their homes.  NYC has 
tried housing them in luxury hotels, busing them to the suburbs, busing 
them to Canada, and now it is calling upon its citizens to accept them 
into their private homes in return for a stipend from the city. 
 
Adams -- arguably, the dumbest spook in all five boroughs of New York 
City -- has called upon anyone with a spare room in their house to take 
in illegals, for which the city will pay them bribe money a stipend to do 
so.  As Adams put it so eloquently,  “It is my vision to take the next step 
to this, go to the faith-based locales and then move to private 
residence.”  One amount kicked around for the stipend among New York 
City's brain-trust runs as high as $100 per night. 
 

 

Dumbest in all five boroughs 



Drawing from scripture, Reverend Adams declared that we have a 
religious obligation to shelter people in need:  "As a Christian, Christian 
scripture reminds us, 'Love thy neighbor as thyself and welcome the 
stranger among us'..."  Apparently, Gracie Mansion -- the NYC Mayor's 
residence -- is not considered a suitable habitation to house such 
deserving folks, even in an official "sanctuary city" like New York. 

One obstacle to all this altruism lies in the fact that NYC is infamous for 
its so-called "eviction protections" that corrosively favor tenants over 
landlords.  Once a tenant claims residency in NYC, they are more likely 
to be abducted by Martians than legally evicted.  During the COVID 
scamdemic, the city even enacted an ordinance that prohibited 
landlords from evicting anyone for any reason. 
   
 

 
 
 
That stipend of $100 per day may sound generous, but there's nothing 
stopping the city from ending the program without ending the tenancy 
of those illegals it earlier bribed people to accept into their homes.  What 
if the illegal alien tenant  trashes your house in the same manner they 
trashed those luxury hotel rooms they were initially given by NYC, such 
as the Row NYC Hotel?  The new tenant may like your house and may 
not voluntarily leave when asked.    



The dregs of the Third World, who are willing to illegally invade your 
nation and scoff at its immigration laws, may not cooperate with  
homeowners merely because they've been asked or ordered to vacate a 
private residence. 
 
Alfred E. Neuman 
Bellevue Hospital 
Lunatic Ward 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 


